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BATTLING THE VOICES OF UNREASON: HUD PLAYS
FOUL IN ITS FIGHT TO UPHOLD THE FHA
Amanda Stakem Conn

INTRODUCTION
The history of the First Amendment is in no
small measure a history ofsocial pathology ofanarchists
and Klansmen, of neo-Nazis and hatemongers of all
stripes. A more genteel bigotry has recently found its
voice, the voice of baseless stereotypes about people
with disabilities. This voice of unreasoning fear seeks
to prevent people with disabilities or unpopular characteristics from living where they want, a right guaranteed
by federal law. However unreasonable this message
may be, the First Amendment offers protection for
speech and speech-related activities, even iftainted by
prejudice and irrational fear.
The federal government, ignoring seven decades ofF irst Amendment j urisprude~ce, has sought to
suppress this voice ofunreason. Once again the government has forgotten that its role is to stop illegal acts, not
to quash reprehensible speech.
For example, in 1993, Alexandra White, her
husband, and their neighbor, Joseph Deringer, were
concerned when a motel located near their homes in
Berkeley, California, was to be turned into rooms for
the homeless. I They were worried about the possible
negative effects that an influx ofdrug addicts, alcoholics
and mentally ill persons might have on theirneighborhood. 2
Dubbed the "Berkeley Three," they began speaking out
at public hearings and published a newsletter. 3
A local fair housing group filed a fair housing
complaint against the "Berkeley Three" with the United States Department of Housing and Urban Development("HUD").4 HUD then began a seven-month investigation ofthe groUp. 5HUD subpoenaed letters and articles
they had written in local papers, as well as tapes ofpublic
hearings. 6 At one point HUD threatened to fine the group
$50,000 for whatthey had already said and done. 7 HUD
also threatened additional fines ifthe three did not turn over
all files concerning the project and the minutes ofneighborhood meetings. 8 The "Berkeley Three" alleged that, at

one point, HUD offered to drop the investigation if the
group would '~ust shut Up."9
In another example in New York City, the Irving
Place Community Coalition opposed the establishment of
housing for the mentally ill in their neighborhood because
they believed that the neighborhood already had too many
social service programs. 10 The Coalition held meetings,
made phone calls, and circulated petitions -- the usual
actions ofcommunity activists. II The developers ofthe
projectfiledafair housing complaint against the Coalition. 12
Investigators from HUD demanded that the Coalition and
its members turn over membership lists, personal diaries,
petitions, and phone messages and threatened to fine them
ifthey didnotcomply. 13 Arlene Harrison, a leader ofthe
group, said that after the investigation began, "[t]he whole
group disappeared. People said: 'I wrote to the Govemor.
CanI be investigated?' It really frightened people and they
never came back to another meeting."14 The Coalition
dissolved completely shortly thereafter. 15
In yet another instance, a neighborhood association in Richmond, Virginia, objected to the placement
oftwo facilities for AIDS patients in the middle of their
neighborhood and questioned the legality ofthe zoning. 16
The local chapter ofthe American Civil Liberties Union
("ACLU"),acting on behalfofthe Richmond AIDS Ministry, filed a fair housing complaintwithHUD requesting an
investigation. 17 The ACLUcomplained in its letter to HUD
that opponents of the AIDS facility "had made public
statements designed to foster opposition to the ... home.
.. based on irrational prejudice, fear and animus towards
those who reside there." 18 Moreover, the ACLU stated
that the opponents ofthe proj ect "have made statements
to the press."19
When asked to respond to charges that HUD had
trampled over the First Amendment rights ofneighbors and
associations, HUD spokesperson John Phillips said "there
is a legal difference between asking questions about a
[housing] project and advocating that housing not be
provided to somebody because of attributes they have."2o
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The three scenarios described above are not isolated incidents; similar events have taken place in many
cities and communities across the country. HUD has
admitted it has investigated thirty-four groups that have
engaged in speech-related activities. 21 This article will
attempt to resolve the question of whether the speechrelated activities ofneighborhood associations can form the
basisofaFairHousingActviolation. The artic1ewill focus
on three main categories of activities that neighborhood
associations tend to engage in when voicing opposition to
housing for protected classes: (1) communications with
public officials; (2) leafletting; and (3) meetings with other
neighbors. This article will analyze whether any ofthese
activities can form the basis ofa Fair Housing Act violation.
I. BACKGROUND

A. Fair Housing Act of 1968
The Fair Housing Act of 1968 ("FHA") was
intended to eradicate housing discrimination against
people because of their "race, religion, color, sex or
national origin. "22 The Act made it unlawful to refuse to
sell, rent, or otherwise make unavailable a dwelling to any
person because of such discrimination. 23 The Act was
designed to prohibit conduct with discriminatory consequences, as well as practices motivated by discrimination.24
While the FHA was intended to end discriminatory practices, several factors limited its scope. A series
of court cases established that the Department of Justice, the enforcing entity, could not obtain money
damages for victims ofdiscrimination. 25 Further, while
HUD could investigate discriminatory practices and
seek resolution ofcomplaints through conciliation agreements, it had no authority to take any enforcement
action against violators in front ofan administrative law
judge or in court. 26 Thus, the Department of Justice and
HUD's authority under the Act was limited. 27
B. Fair Housing Act Amendments of 1988
The purpose behind the 1988 Fair Housing Act
Amendments ("FHAA") was twofold. First, the FHAA
was to rectify the lack of an effective enforcement
scheme by creating an administrati ve enforcement system. 28 The new enforcement system gave HUD greater
authority to investigate discrimination complaints and charge
persons with violations ofthe Act. 29 During the investigatory period, HUD has, among other things, broad subpoena powers to facilitate the investigation. 30 Ifa person
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or group refuses to comply with a HUD subpoena, they
can be fined "$1 00,000 or imprisoned not more than one
year or both. "31 In order to conserve judicial resources,
HUD also has a duty to attempt to reach a conciliation
agreement with the group or person being investigated. 32
Ifno conciliation agreement can be reached, the Department must make a determination that "reasonable cause
exists to believe that a discriminatory housing practice has
occurred or is about to occur. "33 If the Department has
decided there was discrimination, a charge is issued and,
if proven, a fine of$50,000 can be assessed against the
violator (where two or more discriminatory practices are
proven).34 Ifthe Department finds no discrimination, then
the Secretary must dismiss the complaint. 35
The second, and perhaps best known, purpose
of the FHAA was to expand the FHA's coverage to
discrimination against handicapped persons. 36 A handicap is defined as "a physical or mental impairment which
substantially limits one or more life activities, a record of
having such impairment, or being regarded as having such
impairment. "37 Under this broad definition, the Act now
covers housing discrimination against the physically disabled, drug addicts, alcoholics, mentally ill persons, and
AIDS patients. 38 In order to ensure that handicapped
persons are not discriminated against, state and local
governments must make "reasonable accommodations"
in rules, policies, practices and services, such as zoning
regulations, that may be necessary to afford handicapped
persons accommodations. 39

II. SPEECH ACTIVITIES AS A BASIS FOR FHA
VIOLATIONS

Judicial interpretations ofthe 1968 FHA reveal
that it was not enforced or directed at speech activities.
Specifically, no prior cases were brought against community groups for engaging in speech-related activities
that advocated the denial of housing for groups covered under the FHA. FHA violations were generally
brought against neighbors whose 0 bj ections to housing
for protected classes went beyond speech to conduct,
which is not protected by the First Amendment. 40
It was not until the implementation of the 1988
amendments that speech-related activities ofneighborhood associations were targeted as potential FHA violations. Neighbors and neighborhood associations were
targeted for several reasons.
First, neighborhood protests to new groups that

were covered under the FHA became more frequent. 41
While opposition to housing for the original groups
covered -- minorities, religious groups, etc. -- does still
occur, it is more difficult for groups to oppose them
publicly for fear ofbeing labeled as bigots or racists. On
the other hand, groups that oppose housing for recovering drug addicts, alcoholics and the mentally ill are
generall y not labeled in such pej orative terms.42 Indeed,
many people would sympathize with a group's concern
for the safety of their children when housing for recovering drug addicts or alcoholics is located nearby.
Second, the 1988 amendments require HUD to
investigate all complaints which allege FHA violations.43 Thus, HUD officals have argued that the
Department has no choice in deciding whether to
investigate neighborhood associations engaged in speech
activities once a complaint has been received from fair
housing groups or housing developers.
Also, the current Secretary of HUD, Henry
Cisneros, and the former Assistant Secretary for Fair
Housing, Roberta Achtenberg, vowed upon assuming
office to enforce the FHA vigorously.44 Their aggressive pursuit of housing discrimination complaints has
raised substantial controversy. The Department has
been criticized for trampling on the First Amendment
rights of community associations and activists. 45 However, HUD' s enforcement ofthe FHA against neighborhood groups that engage in speech-related activities is
bolstered by the legislative history ofthe 1988 amendments, which states that "generalized perceptions about
disabilities and unfounded speculations aboutthreats to
safety" may not serve as a ground for exclusion of the
handicapped. 46
Finally, HUD and other advocates have broadly
interpreted an important section of the FHA. Section
3617 makes it unlawful to "[c ]oerce, intimidate, threaten, or interfere with any person in the exercise or
enjoyment of, or on account of his having exercised or
enjoyed, or on account of his having aided or encouraged any other person in the exercise or enjoyment of
any right protected by § 3603, § 3605, or § 3606 of this
title. "
HUD officials have interpreted section 3617 to
apply to neighbors and neighborhood organizations since
their speech -related activities may "coerce, intimidate, or
interfere" with the rights ofprotected groups in obtaining
housing. Regardless ofthe reasons for targeting neighborhood associations, the goal of HUD investigations of
associations is to determine whether FHA violations have

occurred.

A. Communications with Public Officials
Neighbors and neighborhood organizations will
often express their opposition to housing for the handicapped or other protected classes to local governments
who may have the power, through zoning regulations,
to deny that housing. The communications to public
officials may take the form ofpetitions, telephone calls,
complaints, letters, and testimony at public hearings.
While these activities are certainly regarded as "speech,"
and can be analyzed under a free speech framework,
they are more commonly included in the First Amendment's right to petition government for redress of
grievances. 47
In United Mine Workers of A. District 12 v.
Illinois State Bar Ass'n, the Supreme Court stated that
"the rights to assemble peaceably and to petition for a
redress [of] grievances are among the most precious of
the liberties safeguarded in the Bill of Rights."48 The
right of petition is implicit in "the very idea of a
government, republican in form [and] implies aright on
the part ofits citizens to meet peaceably for consultation
in respect to public affairs and to petition for a redress
of grievances."49 The Supreme Court has created very
few exceptions to the right to petition. 50
In Eastern Railroad Presidents Conference v.
Noerr Motor Freight, a trucking company sued a group
of railroads to restrain them from continuing an alleged
conspiracy to monopolize, which included attempts to
lobby for laws that favored the railroads and secure their
enforcement by the executive department. 51 The Court
explained that the railroads' attempt to influence laws
through contacts with public officials was protected by
the First Amendment's petition clause unless it was
established that the activity "is a mere sham to cover
what is actually nothing more than an attempt to
interfere with the business relationship of a competitOr."52 Consequently, the Court held that the "sham"
exception did not apply even though the railroads' sole
purpose in petitioning the government was to destroy
their competition. 53 Although the railroads were deceptive in their campaign to the government, the Court
stated that "the right ofpeople to petition cannot depend
on their intent for doing so. "54
In a more recent case, the Supreme Court held
that petitions that contain "intentional orreckless falsehoods" do not enjoy constitutional protection. 55 Petitions that contain libelous statements are subject to the
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same standards set out in New York Times v. Sullivan. 56
Only the lower federal courts have explored
more thoroughly the application ofthe right to petition.
Courts have generally held that there can be no tort
liability based on petition activities. For example, in
Hotel Sf. George Associates v. Morgenstern, members
of a community association in New York met with
government officials and persuaded them to limit the
number of AIDS patients that could be housed in the
Hotel St. George. 57 The hotel alleged that the organization tortiously interfered with the hotel's business
relations and its ability to provide housing for AIDS
patients. 58 The court rej ected the hotel's claim, stating
that while the organization's activities in seeking the
cap were not "laudable," they were "nonetheless
protected by the petition clause."59
In the area of civil rights actions, the lower
federal courts have consistently upheld the right of
petition. In Christian Gospel Church, Inc. v. City &
County o/San Francisco, a church alleged a violation
of its free exercise of religion rights when a civic
organization petitioned a local government to deny the
church's zoning permit. 60 The Court of Appeals for the
Ninth Circuit found that the organization's actions were
"fully protected by the First Amendment['s petition
clause] when it campaigned against the granting of the
permit . . . The neighbors were doing exactly what
citizens should be encouraged to do, taking an active
role in the decisions of government. "6 I
Weis v. Willow Tree Civic Ass'n concerned a
Jewish organization which wanted to develop a tract of
l;:1T!d fcr ~ ~c!!'~'!!'.!!li!y !:e!l!er. 62 A d,,!c 0!"g~!l!Z~t!0!l
assembled at public meetings, distributed pamphlets,
and petitioned the executive and legislative authorities
of the town to deny the zoning permit. 63 The Jewish
group filed a civil rights action against the civic organization asserting that the civic organization's First
Amendment rights were irrelevant because the "'real
motivation' for defendant's activities was to pressure
town officials and harass [the] plaintiffs. "64 The Southern District Court for New York dismissed the plaintiffs civil rights action, stating:
[t]he protection ofthe First Amendment
does not depend on 'motivation'; it depends on the nature of defendant's conduct. Defendant's activities described in
the complaint fall squarely under the protection ofthe First Amendment' s guaran6 - U. Bait. L.F. 126.3

tees of citizens' rights 'peaceably to assemble and to petition the Government for
a redress of grievances. '65
In the recent HUD investigations, neighbors
and neighborhood associations are petitioning on a
matter of public concern, housing that may have a
negative effect on their neighborhoods. Thus, the
"sham" exception to the right to petition would not
apply since it pertains only to private individuals or
companies petitioning to destroy their competition. A
libel action could be initiated if the petitions contained
libelous statements. However, petitions to public officials tend to contain statements such as "group homes
for the handicapped cause a drop in property values,"
or "housing for drug addicts would cause an increase in
drug related crimes in the neighborhood." These types
of statements would not be subject to a libel action
because they are protected by the First Amendment. 66
Even if a libel action could be maintained, a libelous
statement is not a violation of the FHA.
In essence, most neighbors and neighborhood
organizations are petitioning their public officials to do
something unlawful--deny housing to protected classes. Even though their motive is certainly not "laudable" or "praiseworthy," their petitioning activities are
protected by the First Amendment and cannot form the
basis of an FHA violation. The Supreme Court and
other federal courts have stated repeatedly that "motive" is unimportant when evaluating petitioning activities. 67
F'..!rthc,iIllon:, even thuugh the:se Ilejgl1uuIlluuu
groups are advocating a course of action that is unlawful, their petitions cannot be the basis of an FHA
violation on the theory that they are "directed to
inciting or producing imminent lawless action and is
likely to incite or produce such action," which is
unprotected by the First Amendment. 68 Petitions from
neighborhood organizations may advocate "lawless
action," but the action -- denying protected classes
housing -- is not "imminent" and the petitions are not
"likely to incite or produce such actions."69 While
citizens have arightto petition the government in various
manners, the government is underno constitutional obligation to act upon those petitions. 70 The government can
completely ignore them and is not required to grant citizens
a forum in which they can publicly express the grievances.
In fact, public officials who take action in response to
citizens' complaints may be found to have engaged in

discrimination under the FHA on that basis. 71 Moreover,
laws requiring citizen input ontheplacment ofgroup homes
in neighborhoods have been held to have violated the
FHA. 72 Since the government is not required to deny
protected classes housing on the basis ofthe petitions, an
association's advocacy of'lawless action" is certainly not
"imminent," nor is it "likely to produce" a lawless action.

B. Leafletting
Community groups will often engage in
leafletting or distributing pamphlets in order to inform
other neighbors about the perceived dangers of group
homes for the handicapped (including recovering alcoholics, drug addicts, etc.), to inform them of public
meetings and urge them to call their public officials in
opposition to the proposed housing. Leafletting concerning both public and private issues has long been
afforded First Amendment protection. Indeed, protection is even afforded to leaflets which are intended to
coerce and intimidate protected class members, as well
as the developers of group homes or a homeowner who
intends to sell the house to a protected class member.
In Organizationfor a Better Austinv. Keefe, the
Supreme Court considered the validity ofan injunction
against a group distributing leaflets intended to coerce
and intimidate a real estate broker. 73 The neighborhood
association was distributing the leaflets, which were
critical ofthe broker's business, near the broker's home
in an attempt to force him into signing an agreement
with the group not to sell real estate in their neighborhood. 74 The association was opposed to the broker's
willingness to sell homes in their neighborhood to
African-Americans. 75
The state appellate court affirmed the injunction
on the ground that the activities were coercive and
intimidating, rather than informative, and were not
entitled to First Amendment protection. 76 The Supreme
Court reversed, reasoning:
[t]his Court has often recognized that
the activity of peaceful pamphleteering
is a form ofcommunication protected by
the First Amendment. ... The claim that
the expressions were intended to exercise
a coercive impact on respondent does not
remove them from the reach of the First
Amendment. Petitioners plainly intend to
influence respondent's conduct by their
activities; this is notfimdamentally different

from the function ofa newspaper. ... [S]o
long as the means are peaceful, the communications need not meet standards of
acceptability.77
Therefore, leaflets that are informative, and even those
that are intended to coerce or intimidate people into
denying housing for protected classes, are protected by
the First Amendment and cannot form the basis of an
FHA violation.
On the other hand, leaflets that contain threats
of violence or physical harm are not protected by the
First Amendment. Thus, leaflets that contain violent
threats against the occupants, developers or owners of
housing for the handicapped can form the basis of an
FHA violation. 78

C. Neighborhood Meetings
Neighbors and neighborhood associations will
often assemble to discuss proposed housing for protected classes that may be located in their neighborhood. 79
These meetings tend to be informational because they
include discussions about the perceived dangers of
group homes for the handicapped or other facilities for
protected classes. There may also be discussion of how
the group can influence governments or developers into
denying the proposed housing.
Neighborhood meetings implicate the First
Amendment "right of the people peaceably to assemble." The Supreme Court has said that the "right of
peaceable assembly is a right cognate to those of free
speech and free press and is equally fundamental."8o
Consequently, "peaceable assembly for lawful discussion cannot be made a crime. "81 The Court, explaining
the boundaries of the right to assembly, stated that:
[t]hequestion, iftherightsoffree speech
and peaceable assembly are to be preserved, is not as to the auspices under
which the meeting is held but as to its
purpose; not as to the relations of the
speakers but whether their utterances transcend the bounds ofthe freedom ofspeech
which the Constitution protects.... [I]t is
a different matter when the State, instead
of prosecuting them for such offenses,
seizes upCm mere participation in a peaceable assembly and a lawful public discussion as the basis for a criminal charge. 82
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physicalharm.91
There is no evidence that neighborhood meetings regarding housing for protected classes tend to
disrupt the peace, even though the topic of discussion
may evoke some strong opinions concerning the proposed housing. Thus, HUD cannot base an FHA
violation against the group simply because a neighborhood meeting has taken place and a discussion of
housing for protected classes has occurred. 83
Neighborhood meetings also encompass the
right of association. The right to associate is more than
just the right to attend a meeting, "it includes the right
to express one's attitudes or philosophies by membership in a group, or affiliation with it or by other lawful
means."84 Indeed, the Supreme Court has recognized
that "effective advocacy of both public and private
points ofview, particularly controversial ones, is undeniably enhanced by group association."85 Government
actions that may unconstitutionally infringe upon this
freedom can take a number offorms including imposing
penalties on indi viduals for membership in a disfavored
group,86 or requiring disclosure of membership lists.87
However, the right to associate is not absolute
and the state may impose liability on an association if the
group engages in illegal aims. 88 According to HUD, a
neighborhood association may have both legal and
potentially illegal aims. For instance, the group may be
discussing the possible consequences ofproposed housing and advocating housing discrimination. Nonetheless, the Supreme Court has held that the government
cannot punish association with a group that has both
legal and illegal aims unless there is clear proof that the
group or individual "specifically intend[ s] to accomplish [the aims of the organization] by resorting to
violence."89 Therefore, HUD cannot charge the association, or any of its members, with a violation of the
FHA for only meeting and advocating housing discrimination. Moreover, a charge cannot be issued because
advocacy of housing discrimination is not illegal if it
takes the form ofpetitioning or leafletting, both ofwhich are
protected by the First Amendment. 90
If, on the other hand, the neighborhood meetings result in violence or threats ofviolence by the group
or individuals against protected classes or anyone involved in the proposed housing, then the group and
individual members who participated may be charged
with FHA violations. It is well established that the
protections of the First Amendment do not extend to
violence or physical harm, or threats of violence or
8 - U. Bait. L.F. 126.3

III. CONCLUSION
The speech-related activities in which neighbors and neighborhood organizations generally engage
concerning housing for protected classes -- petitioning
government officials, leafletting, and attending community meetings -- cannot form the basis of an FHA
violation filed by HUD or any otherperson. 92 As stated
earlier, HUD has not yet charged any organization with
a violation for these activities.
However, HUD's failure to charge the organizations with violations has not lessened the chilling
effect on their First Amendment rights. HUD has
subpoenaed telephone messages, personal diaries and
minutes of community meetings and threatened the
groups with fines of up to $100,000 if they did not
comply. In the Berkeley case, the HUD investigator
told the group that if they would "just shut up" they
would not be investigated. One attorney in Seattle who
represented an organization being investigated stated
that "HUD sends out investigators who are extremely
heavy handed. They knock on doors and flash badges
and the intimidation factor is very substantial."93 Indeed, some neighborhood groups stopped meeting
once the investigations began. There can be no doubt
that the actions of HUD investigators have "chilled"
the First Amendment rights of community organizations.
Enforcing the FHA, or any other civil rights act,
is an important government function. However, the
FHA's goal ofending housing discrimination, laudable
though it may be, must not be allowed to take precedence over First Amendment rights. HUD and Congress must take certain steps to ensure that these rights
are not being trampled in the overzealous quest to end
housing discrimination.
First, in cases where a community group has
engaged only in speech-related activities, which is evident
on the face ofthe fair housing complaint, HUD should not
investigate the group. Although HUD is required to
investigate every allegation, since the actions ofthe groups
are protected by the First Amendment, they are simply
outside the scope ofthe statute. 94 Thus, a complaint which
alleges only First Amendment activities is defective on its
face and no investigation is required.
Second, when there is a complaint, one which
involves speech-related activities and unprotected ac-

tions, or a complaint in which speech activities are not
evident on the face of the complaint, HUD should
narrow its interpretation of section 3611 of Title 42 of
the United States Code. Section 3611 makes it unlawful
to "coerce, intimidate or interfere" with the housing
rights of protected classes. HUD should interpret this
section to exclude First Amendment activities of community organizations. In addition, HUD should apply
the interpretation of past case law which concludes that
this section applies only to those activities that involve
force, physical harm, or a clear threat of force or
physical harm. 95 Furthermore, the statute does not
prescribe the level of investigation that should occur,
only that HUD "shall investigate." Indeed, the investigation of the petitioning, leafletting, and meetings
should end once the investigator sees that these activities do not advocate violence. 96
Moreover, HUD investigators who investigate
community groups must be sensitive to First Amendment guarantees. The investigators should be trained by
lawyers who specialize in civil liberties to recognize
housing-related activities that are protected by the First
Amendment. Also, in a complaint involving both
protected speech and unprotected activities, HUD investigators should explain that while the law requires
investigation of the unprotected actions, the protest
activities will not be considered an FHA violation. In
addition, the investigators should inform the groups
that they are free to continue these activities without
fear of fines or prosecution.
Additionally, HUD should inform state and
local fair housing groups, civil rights organizations and
advocacy groups for the homeless not to submit complaints against neighborhood organizations that engage
in petitioning, leafletting, and community meetings,
even though these acts may advocate housing discrimination. 97 Similarly, HUD should clarify its new interpretation of section 3611 to outline the activities that
would potentially violate the FHA.
Ultimately, Congress should amend the FHA to
make it clear that First Amendment activities are not
within the scope of the FHA. Such an amendment
would effectively prevent HUD from continuing to
harass community groups that exercise their First
Amendment rights. HUD's actions have demonstrated
that the goal of fair housing has caused the Department
to disregard the Bill of Rights. 98 These simple steps
would enable Congress and HUD to make significant
strides toward allowing neighbors and neighborhood

organizations, the FHA, and the First Amendment to
coexist.

IV. AFTERWORD
Because of adverse publicity, HUD has since
retreated from its practice of aggressively pursuing
investigations of community associations. 99 HUD has
dropped eleven of the thirty-four cases it had identified
involving First Amendment activities. 100 The remaining
cases are currently under review by HUD. 101 HUD has
issued guidelines to its field investigators outlining when free
speech activities prevail over FHA claims. 102 These guidelines include directing investigators to review public records,
rather than interviewing speakers or reviewing private
correspondence, requiring investigators to submit im;estigative plans to HUD headquarters for approval before
proceeding with cases involving speech, and requiring
approval from HUD headquarters before any FHA complaint involving speech may be investigated. l03 These
guidelines, however, have not satisfied the American Alliance for Rights and Responsibilities, which represents the
"Berkeley Three" and otherneighborhood organizations
involved in similar cases. 104 The Alliance argues that
"[g]uidelines, after all, can be changed at the whim of
HUD officials, are not subject to [public] notice and
comment, and are not enforceable in court."105
Until HUD's new guidelines are codified in
federal law, the free speech rights of neighborhood
associations and community groups will be at risk once
the latest outcry subsides, and the next crusade against
the voices ofunreason is launched.
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